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Dear Readers,
“Corporate IT is going to experience radical change” – that is the core
message behind the concept of the New School of IT. You might wonder
if there has ever been a time when IT development development stood
still. Changes, radical transformations and paradigm shifts – triggered
by new technologies − are a constant part of all our lives. Your current
workspace has very little in common with a workspace from 2004 and
virtually nothing in common with a workspace from 20 years ago. So
what is so special about the current situation? Why do we describe the
present developments with the drastic image of a “RevoluITon”?
Because this is the moment when three developments that were previously seen as separate have been united. Mobility, agility and elasticity
have joined forces to change the rules for successful corporate IT. What
does that mean for your company? Expensive software projects that
take months to deliver results are not the right approach for your mobile
applications, which require short development cycles. Mobility drives
agility. The rapid and flexible development of software that is published
weekly or daily cannot be held up by static IT infrastructure. Agility
drives elasticity. Your systems must be able to handle 100,000 mobile
users just as reliably as 100 users. Elasticity allows mobility.
These examples demonstrate that there are many connections; development is interdependent and drives further development. Such changes
are like waves that meet and reinforce each other. The New School of IT
shows you how trends look like, which interdependencies are typical
and which instruments allow you to react perfectly.

However, we are not just facing a technical revolution. The New School
of IT also means that the position of IT in companies is changing. Identifying connections, establishing new business processes and reaching
new target groups: IT departments are being called on more often to
provide the basis for such activities. Companies are becoming increasingly “digitised” and IT is freeing itself from the role of supporting
specialist departments. It is going from being driven by new developments to driving them.
We want to guide you along this path, one we consider revolutionary.
Please do not hesitate to contact me. Let’s discuss the effect that this
developmental dynamic will have on your company and department.

Best regards, Prof Dr Volker Gruhn

P.S. I present the central themes of the New School of IT in four minutes
at New-School-of-IT.de.
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The best for all mobile worlds – app development for various platforms
1. Introduction
“Mobile first” – nothing describes the way numerous companies have
rethought their strategies in recent years better than this demand.
In less than a decade, mobile data access has gone from a rarity to
one of the central topics in enterprise IT. And the trend continues:
according to a study by the research analyst Gartner, mobile data use
will increase by a factor of ten in the years from 2012 to 2015.
Almost every company relies, at least partially, on mobile business
processes. However, many have only just embarked on the path
to becoming a “mobile company”. Many questions still have to be
addressed: from fundamental decisions about mobile IT strategy to
the selection of mobile environments and systems.
Apps – applications developed for mobile use – will be instrumental in this process. They are the mobile interface to customers and
employees. But mobile users are spoiled: they consider well
designed applications and attractive user interfaces a
basic requirement.
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Developers face the challenge of producing optimal applications for classes of mobile devices
with different screen sizes and systems for entering information. Considering the approximately
3,500 different types of devices that can currently access the internet, a developer’s job is far
from easy. The next generation of devices – glasses

and smart watches – is already on its way. And current reports about
Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s Open Automotive Alliance show that
the diversity of application environments will continue to increase.
Companies must take all that into account if they are to meet the
needs of their target groups.
IT experts have a whole set of concepts they can draw on to make
the complexity involved in app development manageable. They can
develop so-called native apps directly and exclusively for a single
platform. Or they can produce so-called web apps, which can be run
using a browser and are therefore compatible with a number of platforms – at the cost of restricted hardware use.
Before those responsible for IT make decisions for or against a particular type of app development, they should be aware of the respective advantages and disadvantages.
Along with agility in software development and the elasticity of IT infrastructure, mobility is one of the
key drivers of enterprise IT. The
New School of IT analyses these
individual trends and the connections between them, thereby
producing recommendations for
decision-makers.
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2. No app without a mobile strategy
The “it has to be mobile, one way or another” approach was long dominant in companies. Mobile engagement meant bringing a working app to
market. Decision-makers were unaware of the potential that the mobile
world harbours. After the limited success of such initial attempts, their
thinking has changed. An individual activity, such as an app, can hardly
contribute to success unless it is part of an overall mobile strategy.
Before decision-makers can think about developing an app, they should
answer the following strategic questions:
˭˭ Which processes does the company want to make available? The
aim is to work out which core business processes have the potential to be successfully transferred to the mobile sphere.
˭˭ Which target group does the company want to reach with these
processes? Customers, sales staff, partners, employees or the
media – the list could go on and on.
˭˭ Through which channels should the process be made available? Via
smartphone, desktop, tablet or smart TV? This list isn’t comprehensive either.
˭˭ Which technology should be used to provide the processes? Web,
native, hybrid or cross-platform apps?
˭˭ Which back-end systems will be used to provide content and support the processes? Those responsible must identify the leading
systems and make initial assessments about how they will make
data available.
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The importance and change of requirements of mobility

˭˭ What effect will such mobile scenarios have on existing processes?
The transfer of process elements into the mobile world calls for
new functionalities. And mobile use creates new data that can be
recorded, evaluated and used by companies.
˭˭ What effect do mobile requirements have on the architecture of
the existing system? Those responsible should make initial assessments with regard to the service orientation, data management
and connection of formerly separate systems.
Even this short overview shows that the development of an app is just
one component in a whole string of activities. Without a clear picture of
the aims of a mobile strategy, which can be used to determine requirements, developers will struggle to design optimum mobile applications.
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3. No mobile strategy without an app
Users who access an app from their smartphone, tablet or smart TV
want an optimum user experience: the right presentation of the right
content in the right context at the right time. They are not interested
in questions about data storage and management, systems for information transfer or the details of programming.
The mobile application is, in the truest sense of the word, the decisive
interface between the company and its target group. The key factor is
whether customers can find and buy the product they require when they
are out and about – or if they click through to a competitor. Here the
customer can experience the desired configuration of a machine “live”
in a discussion with a member of a company’s field staff. Or just read a
data sheet. Today, apps are an important element in commercial success.
IT experts can use a variety of approaches in their development. The
most important types are native apps, web apps and hybrid apps.
3.1. Native apps
Native apps are developed for a specific mobile platform. Their
appearance and function are suited to the specific properties of a
device or platform. Their major advantage is that they allow access
to system features (such as contacts and push messages) and the
device-specific hardware (for example, the camera or GPS sensor). In
terms of performance and user experience, native apps are also the
best by far; they can make unlimited use of the full functionality of
the mobile operating system, including offline access. And another
important benefit is that they can be displayed on the start screen
of the device.
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These major advantages are offset by one major disadvantage: Developers must separately program a native app for every operating system –
and each derivative system. It is not possible to realise cost savings by
using the same app for a variety of platforms. That makes the development of native apps more cost intensive. And the cost of maintenance
also increases significantly if several mobile platforms are to be served.
Companies also have to rely on the respective app store for rollouts and
updates; dynamic updates are not possible.
3.2. Web apps
A totally different approach to app development is the web app. This
form of mobile application is not installed on the end device via app
store. Instead, it is simply called up using a browser. The web app is
generally made up of elements that can be run and displayed by a
browser without additional extensions. It makes sense to create responsive web apps so that it is not necessary to produce a specific app for
each platform and class of device. The responsive approach allows apps
to be adaptively displayed on various devices with different properties
and screen formats. That is their major advantage: web apps can be
accessed from a wide variety of mobile devices.
As they are only run within the browser, they can be updated at any
time. The ease of distribution and making updates comes at the cost
of significant restrictions as far as access to the mobile operating system and hardware is concerned. Offline availability is also limited. And
the same is true of a place on the start screen. While web apps can be
saved as bookmarks, that is not enough to give them the presence and
convenience of native apps.
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3.3. Hybrid apps
As the name suggests, hybrid apps are developed using a combination
of web and native app elements. A native app container is populated
with content components produced using HTML. The native container
ensures that, unlike a web app, the hybrid has the same access to the
operating system and hardware as a native app. This means that the
application can, for example, communicate with the address book.

Analysis of the different strengths and weaknesses of various approaches
to app development shows that before software is developed, everyone
involved in the process must be clear about which target group they want
to address through which particular channel and with which specific set
of parameters. In other words, they must have a clear mobile strategy.
Then developers will be able to select the approach that offers the best
results in terms of costs and benefits.

course of over 250 adesso
Group mobile projects
for major companies in
the fields of commerce,
industry and services.

Hybrid apps do not offer all the advantages of a native application
– but they allow the advantages of both “worlds” (native and web)
to be combined. For example, hybrid apps are unable to handle large
volumes of data and complex animations – which are not only used in
games. The developer can also face limits in terms of design features
based on the mobile operating system.
Hybrid apps allow the cost of development to be reduced because
developers can make app elements available to different platforms.
However, the greatest savings are made in the area of maintenance,
bug fixes and updates. Here the ability to duplicate and reuse across
platforms pays off.

4. Those who have a choice own the app
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This point of view can only be considered a momentary snapshot. The
rapid pace of technological development not only leads to a proliferation
of devices that is impossible to fully follow, it also means that developers
have access to new tools that change the relationship between native,
hybrid and web apps. For example, in web and hybrid apps it is possible to
use so-called CSS3 animations. They can access graphics cards and have
significantly higher speeds than comparable “traditional” animations.
Further development of CSS3 will create even more new possibilities.

native
cost
learning curve
app store
usability
hardware
usage
offline access
dynamic updates

A comparison of native apps, web apps and hybrid apps

web

hybrid
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